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Plan for today

Visualizing comparisons

Reproducible examples
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Visualizing comparisons
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Lollipops and bars
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Small multiples

FiveThirtyEight, Trump approval ratings
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https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/trump-approval-ratings/


Small multiples with larger shapes

facet_geo() in the geofacet package
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https://hafen.github.io/geofacet/


Sparklines
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Slopegraphs
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Slopegraphs
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Slopegraphs
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Bump charts
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Reproducible examples
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This is 100% normal!
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Help! My cake broke!
vs.

Help! I followed these 
6 steps and my cake broke!

Same principle 
applies to code

Broken cake
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Reprexes

Reproducible examples

Something anyone can run on their computer 
to reproduce the problem you're facing
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Debugging and reprexes
Simplify your code down to something very basic

Add additional things until stuff breaks

Use a subset of your data or invent fake data

Restart your session and see if it runs in a new session

Ask the internet for help using your toy example

75% of the time you'll �nd what's wrong as you make the reprex!
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my_data <- tribble(

  ~animal, ~number,

"cat", 5,

"dog", 4,

"bear", 7,

"bison", 1

)

my_data

## # A tibble: 4 × 2

##   animal number

##   <chr>   <dbl>

## 1 cat         5

## 2 dog         4

## 3 bear        7

## 4 bison       1

Making datasets with tribble()
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Example reprex
my_data <- tribble(

  ~animal, ~number,

"cat", 5,

"dog", 4,

"bear", 7,

"bison", 1

)

# This plot has a fill legend, but I want to remove it because it's redundant

# What's the best way to get rid of the fill?

ggplot(fake_data, aes(x = animal, y = number, fill = animal)) +

  geom_col() 

# I add something here, but what?
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